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News
Editorial
The weather continues to affect a lot of
our activities. Fortunately the sun
shone on our major event of the year,
the rally at the Norwich Charity Motor
Show, which saw a good turn-out of
cars – and members. A full report is on
page 21

On a sadder note, the old car movement lost two stalwarts in August.
Lord Montagu, who probably did more
for the cause than any other single person, died on 31 August, aged 88.
There can be few car enthusiasts who
have not visited the National Motor
Museum, set up in 1953 as the Montagu Motor Museum. The first of my
visits was in 1960.
Chris Dalby, of Austin Seven Services,
died on 23 August. He and his father,
Jack, played an important part in the
lives of A7 enthusiasts as the first port
of call for spare parts in the early days.

Following a stroke a couple of years
ago, Chris was unable to continue in
business, and Austin Seven Services
was wound up.

The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC), of which the
late Lord Montagu was President, has
devoted most of its latest newsletter to
the controversy concerning the allocation of age related numbers and “historic vehicle” status.
Those of you who visit on-line forums
such as austinsevenfriends.com will be
aware that the DVLA has been contacting the owners of historic vehicles,
whose provenance might be described
as “doubtful”, with a view to reclassifying them.
The FBHVC article, reproduced in full
on page 30, goes into the background
of the problem and also reports on the
latest meeting with the DVLA.

Rick

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in January 2016

Please let me have any contributions before 31 December
Contact details are on the inside front cover
www.na7c.co.uk
“Members Only” user name: ***
October 2015

Password: ***
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News
Vehicle Excise Duty – Lots of changes
John Wyett with a few random thoughts about tax discs
If you listened to the recent July 2015
budget speech made by the Chancellor,
George Osborne, you may have heard
the announcement regarding the future
of vehicle excise duty (VED). Here are
a few random thoughts about VED.
From April 2017 a reformed VED system will operate for new cars purchased after that date. Approximately
69% of new cars currently purchased
apparently qualify for zero vehicle
VED, a system described as “unworkable” by George Osborne. In plain
speech, this probably means that he has
decided that a way of raising more
money must be found!

Under the new system, there will be
two rates of VED, “standard” and “premium”. The standard rate will be £140
and the premium rate will apply to cars
costing over £40,000 whose owners
will pay an additional £310 for the first
five years of their life. The “dirtiest”
cars (emissions over 255 gm of CO2/
km) will pay an additional £2,000 in
the first year of their life. Zero emission cars will continue to enjoy free
road tax but those in the band 0-100gm
of CO2 and gross polluters will suffer
financially. Cars already registered
will continue to be taxed under the
emissions based scheme currently in
use.
In the tax year 2014-15 the UK tax authorities collected total tax revenues of
£514.4 billion (mainly income tax,
VAT, national Insurance and corporation tax).Motoring taxes contributed a
comparatively small amount. The tax
on ownership (VED) produced £5.9
billion and taxes on use (fuel duty)
contributed £26.8 billion. It is not entirely clear how this tax take is likely to
change as a result of the new approach
to vehicle taxation.
The July 2015 budget also introduced a
sweetener for motorists in that the
MOT test will not be required until
four years have elapsed since initial
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registration. Classics registered before
1 January 1976 no longer pay VED.
Also, tucked away in the deeper recesses of the budget speech was an announcement that from 2020-21,
motoring taxes will go into a new roads
fund not the general tax “pot”. This
again marks an interesting shift in UK
tax policy where taxes are rarely “hypothecated” i.e. raised to fund specific
areas of public spending. This takes the
system of VED back to the approach
introduced in 1910 when vehicle taxes
went into a road fund to maintain public highways.
Of course there has been another
change in the system of vehicle taxation because of the abolition of the
need to display a tax disc from October
2014. From the tax year 2015-16
DVLA stated that there will be no significant financial impacts as a result of
this change, however some taxpayers
believe there will be an increase in evasion which is currently estimated to be
around 0.6% of VED tax revenue
(around £35million for 210,000 cars in
2013). There is, of course, much more
reliance on electronic vehicle recognition and automatic number plate recognition systems these days to tackle
evasion. Abolition of the tax disc
means less administration cost for
DVLA and for company fleet managers, but for individual owners a small
piece of motoring history has disappeared forever and the loss of an easily
October 2015

seen visual reminder that VED needs
to be paid. DVLA also appear to be unaware that not every one has a computer.
The jury is still out on the extent of
VED evasion, some motoring organisations have estimated that evasion
could be as much as £167 million a
year by abolishing tax discs. DVLA estimate that the abolition of paper tax
discs will save around £7million each
year by removing the need to print and
post out tax discs. A facility to pay for
VED by direct debit also came in from
October 2014.
So how has the system of VED
changed over the years since the paper
tax disc was first introduced in 1921?
A form of VED was first introduced in
1889 by the Customs and Revenue Act
1888, applying mainly to carts!
The numbering and registration of motor vehicles came in 1903 in the Motor
Car Act.
Under the 1896 Highways Act, VED
was set at between 2 -3 guineas annually. Rates of VED steadily increased
over the years and the basis of VED
later became the horsepower of the vehicle, in 1910 VED was in the range of
£4 to £42 depending on the HP rating
of the vehicle.
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A flat rate of £10 excise duty was introduced in 1948 and the current system
based upon emissions came in 2001.
The cost of VED increased regularly
between 1910-2001 and of course the
introduction of the HP system was one
of the major selling points for manufacturers in the 1920’s leading in part
to the introduction of some small cars
including the Austin 7 in the competitive sales environment of that time.

rolling exemption has now been extended to a 40 year period so from January 2016 cars built before 1 January
1976 will qualify for VED exemption.

The table below shows the cost of the
“tax disc” between 1910-2001

So lots of changes to think about as regards VED and a new system from
2017 which will revert to the original
idea, back at the end of the nineteenth
century, of linking road tax collected to
the cost of repairing of potholes! The
wheel has truly gone full circle but
whether the politicians will change
their minds again remains to be seen

In the 1990’s VED was abolished for
“classics” built prior to 1973 under the
25 year rolling exemption and it was
estimated that 162,000 cars and
152,000 other classic vehicles qualified for VED exemption in 2011. The

Year(s)
1910-1921
1921-1934
1934
1948

1953
1961-2001
2001
4

We are fortunate that our little cars
qualify for VED and also MOT exemption (if that is your choice), but it remains to be seen whether restrictions
on use will apply in future years because of EU requirements.

Tax payable each year and basis of taxation
Based on horsepower rating, cost £3 to £42 depending on HP
rating
HP rating cost increased by £1 for every extra unit of HP
rating
Tax reduced to 15 shillings for every extra unit of HP
Flat rate tax system introduced for new cars registered after
January 1947 at £10, cars already registered continued to use
the HP system
Flat rate tax increased to £12-10s
Regular or annual increases in flat rate tax from £15 to
£160p.a. in 2001
New emissions basis introduced
Norfolk NA7ter

News
New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
Julian Gant lives in Aylsham and
owns a 1932 Box Saloon.
Ted Vallance also lives in Aylsham
and also has a 1932 Box Saloon
Alan Hollingdale comes from Tittleshall and owns a 1934 Ruby

Stewart and Stephanie AndersonCousins live in Halesworth. Stewart
has owned his 1936 Ruby for 54 years
– it was his first car!
Geoff and Jean Coley come from Bircham Tofts, near King’s Lynn and
have a 1932 AH Tourer

Driving Licences and Car Hire
An update to last isssue’s article about the abolition of paper licences
You may remember that we commented on the fact that from 8 June 2015,
the paper counterpart to the photocard
driving licence isn’t valid and is no
longer issued by DVLA.
This means that if you’re asked for evidence of what vehicles you can drive
or confirmation of any penalty points,

you have to get a code from DVLA
which allows you to share your driving
licence details and lets the hire companies make any necessary checks.
Initially the code lasted for up to 72
hours. DVLA have now agreed to extend this period and the code is now
valid for 21 days.

DVLA Authentication
Need help obtaining an age-related registration number
or recovering your missing original one?
Contact the NA7C’s Inspector:

Rick Fryer
38 Neatherd Road
Dereham NR20 4AQ
October 2015

01362 696114
rf.na7c@tiscali.co.uk
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Christmas Dinner
The Club’s Christmas Dinner will be held on Tuesday 8 December
(7 for 7.30pm) at the Wensum Valley Hotel, Golf and Country Club,
Beech Avenue, Taverham, Norwich, NR8 6HP
There will be a three-course waiter-service meal, followed by coffee and
mince pies. It will be served in a private room, with a bar service.
There will be the usual raffle and donations would be appreciated.

The cost is £20 per person
A booking form is on page 43
Menu
Chef’s Home-made Winter Vegetable, Tomato & Fennel Soup or

King Prawn & Crayfish Creme Fraiche Marie Rose Cocktail
Roast Norfolk Turkey with a Cranberry & Sage Stuffing, Pork Chipolata
& Rich Roast Gravy or
Roast Sirloin of Beef (medium to well done) with a Rich Shiraz Pan Jus
& Yorkshire Pudding or
Cassoulet of Red Pepper, Borlotti Beans & Chestnuts in a Roasted
Cherry Tomato Sauce with a Smoked Applewood Cheese Scone
Homemade Xmas Pudding with a Rum & Vanilla Creme Anglaise or
Fresh Fruit Salad or
Ice Cream
Coffee & Mince Pies
Please talk to Paul Maulden
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com)
if you have any questions about the Christmas Dinner
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Two Austins at Woodbridge
Charles Levien goes sprinting
The Peter Andrews Sprint, now in its
third year, was held on 14 July, at
Woodbridge Airfield. This MOD land
covers a huge area and I’m surprised
nobody has proposed it for London’s
new airport – but I digress. The Sprint
event is organised for members of the
Fressingfield Oily Rag Club, an excellent organisation with no subs, just an
invitation to turn up.
The course is set out by Javelin Trackdays (who administer the day) using
red cones mainly with blue ones at essential points involving change of di-

rection. Cars are set off at suitable
intervals on a timed run and the object,
apart from roaring around an airfield,
is to improve one’s time over several
goes. I managed to get in five runs in
the Paxton and got my time down from
3 mins 31 secs to 3 mins 19 secs on my
fourth try.
This year I was joined by Gary Aplin
who brought his A7 special. This is the
car built by Dick Aplin and recently
much modified by Alan Nobbs of
North Tuddenham, Gary having inherited the car from his father. It has been

Gary Aplin’s Special (left) and Charles Levien’s Paxton
October 2015
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lightened and tuned to produce around
40 bhp. It is ideal as a sprint car or for
hill climbing. It was great having the
two Sevens there and I know Gary enjoyed himself, particularly when he
caught me up on one of the runs!
Fifty-five cars took part in this event,
from sports cars to tuned-up saloons,
the only pre-war cars being our Sevens
and a nice Lagonda Rapier. The fastest
car last year was a Radical SR3 which
went round in 1 min 46 secs.

At the end of a convivial and very
noisy day Gary loaded his car into his
van and I set off to drive home in the
time-honoured way. I must say that I
rather envied Gary in his van when it
came on to rain pretty hard but with the
windscreen up, by some miracle I kept
relatively dry in the trousers department and got back in time to see the
end of this year’s Wimbledon mens’
finals – a hectic end to an exciting day.

The Yorkshire Experience
Hamish and Anne Alger on their recent trip to the north
The Yorkshire Experience is a six-day rally exploring the Yorkshire countryside.
We began on the Sunday by attending a large car rally (1200 cars and motorbikes) at
Newby Hall, near Ripon. On Monday we explored Settle and the Limestone Country.

Arriving at Newby Hall
8
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Hamish takes a walk
on the wild side
Tuesday was Red Rose Day (Lancashire, in case you were wondering). On
Wednesday we visited Reeth and the Northern Dales. Thursday was Yorkshire
Market Towns and Friday was to the source of the River Wharfe.
There were 70 cars in all of which 50 were pre-war Austin 7s. We each had to arrange
our own accommodation but we had several organised meals during the week (and
lots of coffee stops).
Most of the cars ran well but a few people broke down and had to be rescued. Our
A35 failed with a broken electrical connection to the fuel pump – the local garage
charged £10 to put it right.
Many of the roads are challenging, with steep hills (1:4), rough surfaces and single
track, but we returned home safely having had a lovely time.

October 2015
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Runs & Rallies
We have a bumper crop of Runs & Rallies to report on in this edition

Tenth Anniversary BBQ – 5 July
Dave Rix
It seemed strange leaving home at
12.45 to go on a run, as it’s usually picnic time by then, but we did have the
BBQ to look forward to at the Jubilee
Hall.
After picking up John and Christine
Lain we trundled off across country
with John in the Chummy with myself
and the girls in the 100E, with the
steady rain making a mockery of my
cleaning efforts on the cars.
We arrived at the old Pfob nursery car
park and were soon joined by Martin
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and Pam Roper in his Ruby. Martin
was to be navigating us along the local
lanes to our destination – or so we
hoped.
Zeta Denmark and Lynda Watts and
hubby Keith in the Ruby, Phil and Tricia Jepson with the Chummy, Hamish
and Anne Alger in their A35 and
Trevor and Mavis Jenkins in their
modern completed our contingent.
With the weather clearing and the sun
threatening to shine we set off on an
enjoyable trip around the back roads on

Norfolk NA7ter
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the outskirts of Norwich, ably led by
Martin to all arrive safely at the Jubilee
Hall in good time to start the celebrations.
By now the sun had appeared along
with Cherry in Vincent the Van, shortly followed by Rick in Cecil the Special, who had driven from Swaffham
along with John Wyett in the A30 and
Charles Levien driving his Opal.
Peter Nichols and Chris Makepeace
were welcomed in their Rubies as were
Graham Makepeace in his Opal, Ian
Thurlow in his RP and George Crummett, who had brought along the Gordon England.

October 2015

The bar was open as were many bonnets along with earnest discussions being held and much wise nodding of
heads. By now the BBQ had been lit
which was the new attraction and a
brisk trade ensued.
A word of appreciation for the club ladies, namely Mavis, Tricia and my
own Mrs R, who contributed various
cakes, with Christine supplying very
welcome cheese to make the BBQ
even more “moreish”.
These girls (and others) do sterling
work in the background at the club
meetings for which we chaps are eternally grateful.
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John Wyett and Bryan Norfolk set up
their stalls by the fence, John selling
club kit and regalia and Bryan his latest
book on collectors cards. Bryan and
Hazel were staying in Norfolk and it
was good to see them.
Chairman John Groom made a speech
to thank the 50 or so people who at-

tended the event but considering the
number of active 7s in the club the
turnout was not as good as we expected, with only a dozen on show.
Nevertheless, it was a lively and enjoyable day out for everyone, followed by
a lovely summers evening driving
home.

Tenth Anniversary
Commemorative Mug
Your FREE commemorative
mug is now available
The free allocation is ONE to each
joint membership and it may be
collected at any Club meeting.
All members who renew or join
during 2015/16 will be eligible.
Additional mugs may be purchased
for

£3.50

12
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Wings & Wheels – 12 July
Your Editor ventures into Suffolk again
Sunday morning found us following
the well-trodden (or should it be welltrundled?) path to Halesworth. The
only difference between this and previous occasions being now it was raining
on the way there and we were wondering if Cecil the Special was the right
choice of car!
Our destination was Heveningham
Hall, for the popular Country Fair with
Wings & Wheels. Approaching Bungay we caught up with Dave Rix and
the Jepsons in their respective Chummies. They elected to take the Town
route, while we took the Maltings
short-cut and consequently arrived at
the Hall first.
Having thrown the tarpaulin over a
rather soggy Cecil, we were soon

October 2015

joined by Barney and Jean Barnard in
their RP and the aforementioned
Chummies. John Lain and grandson
Tom arrived in the MGB GT, closely
followed by Phil and Pat Sharpe in
their Ruby. Tricia Rix and Christine
Lain turned up in the Lotus, which was
parked with others of its breed. Fortunately they brought better weather with
them and we were able to unveil Cecil,
and put up the club banner.
There was the usual collection of classic cars – some more “classic” than
others – with the now-familiar preponderance of sixties’ and seventies’ models. Amongst the few pre-war cars we
spotted a nice SS Jaguar and a few Sevens, including ex-member Peter Metcalf’s Special – it was nice to catch up
with Peter again.
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As usual at Heveningham there was a
huge selection of traders and charity
stalls, several bands, the Sheep Show
and numerous other diversions. And
the weather stayed good for at least
five hours, leading us to hope for a dry
run home.
Some hopes! The rain returned with a
vengeance around four o’clock, leading to a general exodus from the park.
We donned our wet-weather gear and
headed north, hoping to outrun the
rain, which we eventually did just outside Bungay, completing our journey
home in bright sunshine.

A scary display....

Hamish and Anne Alger were also
there with their A35, soon to set off for
the Yorkshire Experience. We spotted
John Clark, but never had the chance
for a chat, so didn’t find out which of
his cars he was driving.
There was a full programme of events
in the ring, including jousting by The
Devil’s Horsemen, a scary display of
freestyle moto-cross jumping by the
Bolddogs team and displays of foxhounds, falconry and Suffolk Punches.
In the air there were displays of aerobatics by the Twister Team and wing
walking by the Breitling Team with
their Stearman biplanes, the latter allowing us to get the obligatory photo of
aircraft, a Seven and the club banner!
14

The obligatory photo...
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Forties Lynn – 19 July
The Editor enjoys life on the Home Front
This event, held primarily on King’s
Lynn’s Tuesday Market Place, was a
joint venture between West Norfolk
Council and Gressenhall Farm and
Workhouse (the home of “Village at
War”). We went along in Vincent the
Van and, despite arriving half-an-hour
after the site opening time, we were the
first vehicle to arrive and found the organisers somewhat confused. They admitted to us that they were making it up
as they went along and we viewed the
remainder of the day with some trepidation!
However, as these things do, it soon resolved itself and more cars and military
vehicles began arriving. For once the

October 2015

event was exclusively for pre-1945 vehicles and eventually nine cars and
about as many military vehicles were
on display, well spread out across the
site. The cars comprised six “Sevens”
– ourselves and Phil and Pat Sharpe’s
Ruby, Mel Grainger (Big Seven) along
with two Box Saloons also from the
Essex Club and a Ruby from the North
Norfolk Classic Vehicle Club – along
with a Series “E” Morris Eight Tourer
and Hillman and Vauxhall saloons.
Also on the Tuesday Market Place was
a magnificent full-sized replica of a
Spitfire Mk IX and a large marquee
where several stalls were selling a variety of vintage items, clothes and mili-

15
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taria. The Dads’ Army Museum had a
stand, there was an interesting display
about Docking airfield and the Air
Training Corps were selling tea and
cakes.
Under the Market Place the wartime
air raid shelter (above) was opened for
visitors. Having heard of the long
queues that formed last time this happened, we headed there as soon as they
opened and got our visit in early.

16

Elsewhere in town there were other elements of the event. At the Town Hall
there were various exhibitions – ARP,
rationing and Dig For Victory – together with a hairdresser giving ladies the
1940s look. A Tea Dance was also
promised during the afternoon. Lynn
Museum had an exhibition about life in
Lynn during the war. Finally, Jones’
Dads’ Army van was on display in the
Vancouver Centre.
We had a very pleasant lunch in the
Maid’s Head (20% off for exhibitors!)
followed by an equally pleasant afternoon chatting to the public, who came
in their hundreds and seemed genuinely interested in what was on show.
Wartime entertainment was provided
by “Timescape” (below) and the sun
shone. What more could you ask for on
a summer Sunday?

Norfolk NA7ter
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Beighton House – 26 July
A rain-affected non-garden-party!
David Charles’ kind invitation to join
him, Carol and Chris in their garden at
Beighton House has now become a
popular annual event. Unfortunately,
this year the weather refused to cooperate and the rain began shortly after the
first car drove in.

and John and Christine Lain came in
the MGB GT. Trevor and Mavis
Jenkins added a bit of class with their
Bentley and Martin Jones also came in
his modern.

The cars on display reflected the prevailing weather. Your Editor wisely
decided to come in something with a
lid on this time and brought along his
RP. Paul and Liz Maulden came in
Ruby and the line-up – of three! – prewar Austins was completed by David’s
Austin 10.

teacher, Ian Hobley and his wife
Janet, have a Vitesse Convertible
but came in a modern.

Dave and Tricia Rix came in the 100E,
Phil and Tricia Jepson drove their Mini
October 2015

A couple of non-club members turned
up too. Chris Charles’ old maths

Also there in a modern were Chris and
Carol Cloke, who own a 1951 Austin
Sheerline. David had met them in a
petrol station and invited them along. I
quickly assumed my Membership Secretary guise and pressed a application
form on them!
17
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With any chance of enjoying the garden abandoned, the visitors congregated in Carol’s kitchen, where
impromptu picnics sprang up in various corners. A regular supply of tea
and coffee, along with the usual abundance of cake, ensured that the picnics
went with a swing.
When the time came to leave, the majority decided to travel via Reedham
Ferry. Anticipating a stormy crossing,

18

your Editor opted to take the main
road, so we headed off along the A47
as Chris led the remainder down to the
ferry and saw them safely on board.
We later heard that squalls were experienced in mid channel!
Despite the rain it was an excellent day
out and we thank the Charles family
once again for their hospitality and
look forward to next year – hopefully
with better weather.

Norfolk NA7ter
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RAFA Day, Flixton – 9 August
Dave Rix enjoys a day in the sun
At last! A fine, sunny start to the day
with no rain in prospect as we set off,
myself in the Chummy and Mrs R protecting my rear in the 100E.
An uneventful drive took us to the Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum at
Flixton, where we met up with Rick
and Cherry in their special and new
members Stuart and Stephanie Anderson-Cousins with their smart Mk1 Ruby.
Other members soon arrived. Barney
and Jean Barnard, in their RP, with
Paul and Liz Maulden and Phil and Tricia Sharpe (with the ever-faithful Winston on his lead) in Rubies. Mavis
Jenkins brought the Nippy and the two
(fairly faithful) dogs, while Trevor
drove his modern Rolls Royce. He had

October 2015

intended bringing along his recentlyacquired Ulster but after starting and
leaving the garage it decided to stop
and refused to start any more so that
was that for the day.
Secretary Paul had omitted to bring his
“leaning stick” along but, being the resourceful Suffolk fellow he is, was
seen with a Dutch hoe he had given a
couple of quid for and which was just
the right height. He kindly returned it
to the stall holder for resale at the end
of the day!
The usual comprehensive range of aero
exhibits – from radio valves to complete aircraft – were on show, but the
hangar which was to have housed the
Ken Wallis autogyro collection is now
being used for other displays of air-
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,,, a nice rest in the shade
craft, an air/sea rescue boat and small
vehicles.
The museum has the remains of many
aircraft, which have been retrieved
from the fields and marshes in the area,
including several engines of German,
American and British origin. When
seeing the complexity of these motors
and the fine castings involved in the
Pratt & Whitney air-cooled cylinder
heads and barrels, it makes you wonder
how they turned them out in such large
numbers.
We visited the café area with our free
tea and coffee vouchers and listened to
the wartime music while watching intrepid couples jitterbugging around
and envied their stamina on such a hot
day. Some apparently indispensable
items were bought from the bric-a-brac
stalls, including some delicious homemade jam! Fourteen of us enjoyed a
tasty carvery at the Buck Inn followed
by a leisurely browse around the site
and a nice rest in the shade.
20

Rick was approached by the owner of a
Riley Merlin who had a three-speed A7
gearbox for sale. A lid off inspection
revealed a sound looking set of gears
and it was mine for £20. It was then
that the unmistakeable sound of another sort of Merlin was heard. However,
the advertised flypast Hurricane that
had somehow turned into a Spitfire!
No worry though – it still sounded
great!
Altogether a most satisfactory day with
proceeds to the RAFA and a second
uneventful journey - this time home.
Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum
was formed in 1972 as a memorial to
the 446th bomber group, 2nd air Division. Between 1943 and 1945 the
group flew 273 missions with B24 Liberators and lost 58 aircraft with 456
crew killed in action. It was part of the
network of airfields that with 3,000
plus personnel turned this area into a
“Little America” during the war.
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Club Rally at the Norwich
Charity Motor Show – 14/15 August
Another sunny weekend spent in good company
As usual for this event, a small team
gathered on Friday to erect the club gazebo. This year we found our “pitch”,
along with those of several other clubs,
had moved a bit nearer to the entrance.
The gazebo was soon up – fortunately
the “small” team included a tall person
for work over six feet – and all was set
for day one.
On Saturday morning the Editorial
Special arrived early on the scene, followed soon after by Paul Maulden in
“Ruby” and Dave Rix in “Little Nell”.

We we later joined by Kevin Shortis in
his Opal and Henry and Jennifer
Thorne in their Pearl. Our final member for Saturday was Chris Charles
who brought a friend along in his Mini,
which we parked discretely near the
back!
As usual on day one there were not
many “classic” cars on show and, although the show got quite busy just after lunch, overall attendance seemed
low.

Photo courtesy Chris Charles
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Photo courtesy Chris Charles

On Sunday morning Cherry drove the
Van, while I drove the Special. We
soon had the gazebo unzipped and the
banners flying. Dave had parked his
Chummy in the gazebo overnight, so
we pushed that into position too.
The first “Seven” to join us was a big
one – Tricia Rix chauffeuring Dave in
a borrowed Big 7. They were closely
followed by Phil and Pat Sharpe (and
Winston!) and Paul and Liz Maulden
in Rubies.
Hamish and Anne Alger arrived in
their A35 and were directed towards
the lesser breeds, but were fortunately
spotted and diverted to their rightful
place in our line-up.
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John and Janet Matthews were next to
arrive in their AH Tourer, closely followed by John White in his Opal.
We were pleased to welcome Jim Hunt
next in his Top Hat saloon, driven on
this occasion by Michael Spinks.
The Wittons were next to show up.
Karen drove her Chummy, while Dave
came in his latest acquisition, a 1927
Gordon England “Cup” (see front cover).
They were followed by two Austin
Tens – a saloon driven by Chris
Charles and a cabriolet driven by
Kevin Shortis.
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Barney and jean Barnard arrived next
in their RP, then Zita Denmark in her
Ruby, accompanied by Lynda Watts –
closely followed by Keith, on his bike!
Colin Aldridge brought his replica Ccab van and was followed by the
Makepeace fleet. Graham and Claudia
came in the recently-completed replica
Ruby Van. Son Chris drove the Imp
Special, while daughter-in-law Liz, together with Dan Bellison, came in an
Opal.
Last – but by no means least – came
Mavis Jenkins in her Nippy. Trevor
had once again experienced problems
with the Ulster and eventually turned
up in the RR Wraith, to join the other
“Classics” – John and Christine Lain in
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their MGBGT and Richard Shortis in a
Reliant Scimitar.
Other members stopped by for a chat.
John Clark had come in his Daimler
and was parked on another club’s
pitch, while John Wyett and John Hazel both came in moderns and parked
in the car park!
We also welcomed guest Andy Brown,
who this year brought his Morris Minor side-valve saloon – we will get him
to join the club one day!
Elsewhere, more “classic” cars turned
up – mostly post-war, although we did
spot a nice 1920s Stanley Steamer.
There were a variety of charity stalls
and car dealers, but numbers of both
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exhibitors, cars and visitors seemed
down on previous years. Fortunately
the weather for both days was relatively warm and sunny, and the overall
opinion of our members was that it was
a good show.

• Postwar Austins – 1
• Other prewar cars – 1
• “Classics” – 4
Many thanks to all the members who
brought along their cars. We managed
to display almost every variant of Austin Seven – if only Trevor could get
that Ulster running – and the stand certainly impressed the organisers, as we
were awarded the trophy for “Best
Club Stand” – so well done everyone!

The final tally of cars on the stand over
both days was:
• Austin Sevens – 20
• Other prewar Austins – 2

The Showground Trophy Cabinet
The club did well in the prize department. On Saturday Henry and
Jennifer Thorne received “Best Pre-1960 Car” for their Pearl.
On Sunday your Editor’s Van was runner-up “Best Pre-1960 Car”.
But the most gratifying prize, reflecting the work of your committee
and the support of members on the day, was the prize for
“Best Club Stand”.
Henry and Jennifer
with their Best
Pre-1960 Car trophy

Rick collects
his runner-up
prize

0

0

/

Dave accepts
the prize for
Best Club Stand
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Weston Country Fair – 23 August
Dave Rix checks out a new event
A first-time visit to Ringsfield in Suffolk to this venue and a lovely sunny
start to the day as a bonus.

down so it had to be dismantled and the
drinks served in the open, which made
no odds to anyone.

John and Christine Lain joined us in
the Chummy and 100E for the easy 40
minute drive to meet up with club
members Barney and Jean Barnard,
Stuart and Stephanie Anderson–Cousins (in their Sevens), Hamish and Anne
Alger (A35) and John Clarke (Daimler).

Among the usual food and craft stalls
were a good variety of other entertainments which included a farrier giving a
demonstration of how to shoe horses
(may come in useful one day!), Donkey rides (ditto), a popular dog show
and skittles and bowls, at which we
won nothing!

Also joining the motley crew a little
later were Trevor/ Mavis Jenkins
(Rolls and Nippy) with their two
friends and one dog as the other is in
being repaired.

A large tree trunk on stools was advertised as £200 a go, I presume to cut it
up, Didn’t see any takers for that.

The event was on a large and windy
field so much so that the beer tent took
off with several folks trying to hold it
October 2015

A young marching band gave a creditable performance and a Dwile Flonking competition caused much
merriment and mirth. (A dwile is the
Dutch word for a floor cloth, this area
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coming under considerable influence
from the Low Countries in past centuries).
There was a good turnout of pre-war
cars and an interesting display of classics; with a car in each camp we kept
everyone happy! Probably the most
eye-catching car was a huge pink Cadillac of the big fin era, which covered
more area than our four club 7s!
An odd “Meccano” special (see below)
was on display with a most interesting
gentleman in attendance, very much in
the “Ken Wallis” mould. He had scaled
up Meccano components to seven
times actual size and built a 15ft long
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tricycle with a Citroen flat four aircooled engine complete with front end
transmission and boxed steel chassis It
has tandem seats and is part glass fibre
and sheet steel bodywork. The detail
work is outstanding an example being
1200 mock stitches in the canopy each
stitch requiring 2 tiny holes to be
drilled! Considering he is 83yrs old I
guess that’s pretty impressive, his wife
was also a great help on the project.
It was a good event and we met up with
several people from other clubs, which
helped to make the day go with a
swing, (that reminds me there were
swings there as well!).
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Village at War – 31 August
The Editor gets another soaking!
For the second year in a row a wet
Bank Holiday spoiled this event. Despite the awful weather on Monday, six
cars (including three from the NA7C)
turned out. The Sevens comprised Phil
Sharpe and Paul and Liz Maulden in
Rubies, the Editorial van and the
Graingers from Essex in a Big 7. John
and Beryl Barnard from Lowestoft
brought along their 1934 Wolseley 9
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tourer and old friend David Lobb was
there as usual with his 1928 Vauxhall
and Eccles caravan. We later learned
that one of our newest members, Alan
Hollingdale, had been there on Sunday
with his Ruby. Sorry we missed him –
and the weather was better that day,
too!
Although the organisers reported an attendance of around 2000, the majority
must have been there on Sunday, as reenactors and exhibitors appeared to
outnumber the public on Monday – although their numbers were low and
they started to go home early. When
we left at around three o’clock we were
the last vehicle on the field, but we did
get our photo in the EDP and the Dereham and Fakenham Times again (left)
– but we weren’t there at the time and
no, we haven’t a clue who she is!
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Seething Air Show – 6 September
Dave Rix
It has been a few years since the last
visit to this show, although it’s only a
few miles from our back yard. There
were entry problems one year so we
gave it a miss for a while.
However, this year the Seething Tower
Association, to which we both belong,
granted their valued members a free
pass for a car and two passengers. Mrs
R, (cow pies and shortcakes) and myself, (maintenance and tea drinking)
gladly accepted the offer, the deal being we did the 5 pm slot serving on the
bookstall – which we did, but never
sold a book!
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An unpromising start turned into a
pleasant day around 12 o’clock and a
good sized crowd had arrived by then.
With the flying starting at two it gave
plenty of time to browse round the
many stalls and attractions. After a bit
of an altercation between Mrs R and
officialdom we were able to park with
the old cars on the runway edge,
flanked by four Stanley steamers and a
couple of folk from the Lowestoft club
who we meet quite regularly at shows.
A large display of all types of military
vehicles were arranged round and
about the tower.
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The only club members we met were
Trevor and Mavis and the two dogs,
one now sporting a zip along her back,
the result of a recent operation which
hasn’t affected her “joi de vivre” at all.
They had brought along the R/R in deference to the cold weather start to the
day.
Pre-war cars were again thin on the
ground. Apart from our Little Nell,
there were two Austins from the
Lowestoft club, two Morris tourers and
the aforementioned steamers making
up a small contingent.
The air display included a remarkable
display of aerobatics by a glider and
the usual immaculate performance by
Maurice Hammond in one of his P51
Mustangs.
A rare visitor was a Curtiss P40L Kittihawk fighter, an early WW2 design
which became outclassed after 1943/4.
Most versions were powered by an Allison V12 engine and armed with
four.50 calibre Browning machine
guns. Later models had the Packard
Merlin motor (as displayed at Seething). Like all aircraft they were con-

stantly being uprated and served in
every theatre of the war. In all around
13,000 were produced.
Sally B, the only surviving B17G in
Europe gave a display. After the Merlin engines in the fighters these Wright
“Double Cyclone” radial motors were
so quiet the plane seeming to “waffle”
around the sky, as did the B25 Mitchell, which gave the last flypast of the
afternoon.
The tower association put on an interesting display of life in the village before and during the war. They still have
many visitors from the USA – now
mostly sons and grandsons (and
daughters!) – who call in to see where
Pa or Grandpa served their time. These
also include the children of those warbride mums (who knew exactly what
their Pas were up to).
A six-mile trundle home in the sunshine brought an enjoyable day to a
close and the thought of a six- mile trek
back to help clear up the site in the
morning meant a medicinal intake was
in order – and duly enjoyed.

Footnote
Seething control tower was built in
1942 by John Laing with main runway
6000ft long with concrete 6 to 8 inches
thick.
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The 448th bomber group, 2nd Air Division took over flying B24 Liberators in
1943. About 3000 personnel were required to run the base.
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The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may
affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like
to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk
Editor’s Note: The following articles contain important information regarding allocation of age related
numbers and “historic vehicle” status and the DVLA’s recent actions. Apologies for the length.

Correcting Registrations – Bob Owen
The Newsletter is a little late this time,
because we have delayed it so we can
report properly on the issues arising
from the letter, which many of you will
already have seen and which is reproduced below [In the interest of saving
space, this letter is not included. It sets
out the DVLA requirements in regard
of evidence needed to re-asses the vehicle and the procedure to be followed
– Editor].
I am afraid I am going to go on at some
length but I feel in view of all that has
happened it is essential that you all understand where we are and how we
have got to this position.

what became the V765 Scheme in
1990. We did so because the setting up
of a formal scheme to enable vehicles
to be reunited with their previous registrations was very much in the interest
of our members, not only of prestige
vehicles, but of all the rest as well.
As the scheme developed it was expanded to permit vehicles which could
not, for a variety of reasons, obtain a
previously held registration, but were
clearly historic, to be allocated a registration which generally reflected its antiquity.

We have to start from some principles.
I have had to read up on some archived
papers fully to understand the whole
situation, and here is what I have
found.

Authenticity was very important from
the outset. It has always been clear that
the Federation does not and will not
support the representation of modern
replicas, however well produced or
true to the originals, as being actual
historic vehicles. They are not.

The record shows that the Federation
first agreed to become involved in

I think I should quote verbatim from
the last paragraph of an internal Feder-
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ation note dated 30 April 1990 defining
the basis of our involvement, because
it is very relevant: 'the above [Federation involvement in the scheme] is necessary because … problems could arise
if registration numbers are issued in
any way that is not absolutely above
board and able to withstand any investigative scrutiny...'
I wish to make it clear to all members
that the Federation's actions in the recent past have been totally in accord
with our obligation to support this position, which we clearly undertook in
1990 on behalf of all, not just a section,
of our members.
Two circumstances would appear to
have come together to create the position the Federation now finds itself in.
Firstly, the DVLA decided to close its
Local Offices in the cause of efficient
government and centralised its records,
including records of V765 and age related registration applications. As a
consequence it was able to work to ensure consistency in its approach to the
subject of the allocation of historic registrations.
Secondly, a specific example came to
the attention of DVLA which suggested that, in at least one case, a registration had been issued based upon
information which was not totally correct. They examined their records and
were of the view that there might posOctober 2015

sibly be a pattern concerning a single
marque of vehicles. They were also of
the view that the problem they thought
they had identified was unlikely to be
limited to a single marque. They thus
involved the Federation through their
usual channels.
The Federation at the direct request of
DVLA took two actions. Firstly it recommended an FIA qualified scrutineer
who examined one vehicle in the presence of a representative of the club
concerned with the marque.
Secondly, we advised DVLA that,
from a publicly available source, a
number of examples appeared on the
face of it to be worthy of examination.
The outcome of the inspection does not
concern us here, nor did the Federation
get involved further in any detail of any
of these examples.
The Federation takes the view that both
of these actions were required of us in
pursuance of the position of a 'guarantor', on behalf of the historic vehicle
movement, of the V765 and related
schemes. We are aware that there are
those who disagree but our conscience
on the matter is clear.
We were briefed by DVLA that they
had taken account of the examples
which we had noted, and found a significant number more on their own account, and would be contacting the
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keepers of these vehicles. We don't
know who these individuals are.
We are bound to note that, rather than
work with us, the marque club has taken steps to limit our involvement in the
general question. In view of the certainty that the DVLA investigation will
expand to other marques this might be
thought questionable from those who
clearly have a sectional interest.
DVLA has kept the Federation aware
of the generality of its investigations
and the course of action it was proposing to take, which, it will be recalled,
was expected to affect owners of other
marques and was therefore the proper
business of the Federation.
We have, perhaps unfortunately in the
light of events, not kept our members
as fully aware of our discussions with
DVLA on this matter as we might
have, in an attempt not to embarrass
clubs which might be directly involved.
At the end of June a briefing note was
widely circulated by the marque club
warning of the DVLA letter, which no
one other than DVLA and the club had
apparently at that time seen. The note
summarised fairly accurately what we
understand to be the policy approach of
the DVLA. It also stated that DVLA
would write to the keepers of all their
vehicles. It did not include any detail of
the letter.
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The note was addressed to 'Owners of
… and Historic Vehicles' which
strongly suggests that the club had taken it upon itself to become the negotiator with DVLA on behalf of the entire
historic movement. This possibility
had most certainly not been discussed
with the Federation despite the Federation's obvious involvement through its
formal position in the schemes.
Addressees were invited to seek confidential briefing from the club. According to at least one forum reporting on a
briefing, it was suggested that DVLA
were planning to send the letter to the
keepers of all historic vehicles as a
method of creating a definition of historic vehicles for the purposes of the
EU Roadworthiness Testing Directive.
We must assume that the person briefing was reflecting a view expressed
from within DVLA or DfT, but it most
certainly did not represent any policy
promulgated by either of them in any
official way.
This suggestion, from wherever it emanated, has received very wide circulation and has caused a high level of
concern among our members.
On 3 July we finally received the text
of the letter from DVLA. This was the
same day as it was sent to the keepers
of first marque investigated.
The text is clearly designed to be capable of being sent to other marques. We
Norfolk NA7ter
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will not speculate why, but we need to
make absolutely clear that the Federation had no prior knowledge of the either the general approach or the precise
terms of the letter. We think this very
unfortunate and will continue to try to
establish how it came about.
On 9 July we had a planned meeting
with DVLA.
Obviously the first item on the agenda
was this letter. We made clear we were
commenting having had no prior
knowledge of, nor input into, its terms.
We asked directly if there was any intent to send a letter in these terms to all
keepers of historic vehicles.
They assured us that there is no current
intention in DVLA to send this letter to
all keepers of historic vehicles.
In DVLA Policy's view the letter was
entirely focused on the sorting out of
'incorrect' registrations. They did not
identify any connection between this
letter and the EU Roadworthiness
Testing Directive.
As you will know, one of the ways the
Federation looks after the interests of
its members is that we are the body invited to have regular meetings to brief
them on the development and applications of laws and relations with the All
Party Parliamentary Historic Vehicles
Group. We have just had our first
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meeting with APPHVG since the General Election.
We discussed our concerns fully with
the Group. We can assure our members
that the Group were clear that sending
a letter in these terms to anyone except
the keepers of vehicles which might
have been incorrectly registered would
be to open up a great number of questions about the propriety the questions
it implies and to create an immense
problem in DVLA as to how it would
deal with the many and varied responses which would be received. We know
they will be taking the matter further
on our behalf within Government.
Any attempt to create a new definition
of vehicles of historic interest in the
UK would clearly be a major issue on
any such consultation and the Federation would expect to be fully involved
in the planning of any exercise to do
that. To date it has not been suggested
to us.
Just to be very clear, the Federation is
fundamentally opposed to the issue of
such a letter to all keepers of historic
vehicles, especially if it were to go to
the keepers of vehicles which have always had their registration and have
thus, right up to today, been subject
simply to the usual obligations of roadworthiness and to keep DVLA advised
of any changes which are needed to
keep the V5C Registration Certificate
correct.
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We know that the concern of members
about this alarm was that if the letter
were to have been sent, it could have
resulted in many cherished vehicles,
which had over the years been perfectly legally reconstructed, restored, reconstructed and improved suddenly
being retrospectively deemed unworthy or at worst illegal and banned from
the roads. And this might have happened on grounds established by
DVLA of which no one has any knowledge.
Be assured the Federation would be out
there leading the fight against any such
proposal.
As we mentioned, one of the suggestions was that this was connected with
the EU Roadworthiness Testing Directive. For this to be the case, it would

have to be included within the overall
work on Roadworthiness Testing,
which we know is being progressed in
the Department for Transport.
The entire proposals on the application
of a changed Roadworthiness Testing
regime to apply the Directive will have
to be the subject of a full formal consultation, in which the Federation, and
indeed any other interested body, will
be fully entitled to participate.
So any implication there may have
been, or that members may have
formed, that the Federation is not involved in the overall question of 'incorrect' registrations, or that it has not
been doing all in its power to protect
the rights of all of its members, is simply incorrect.

A DVLA Problem
Bob Owen
Ian writes at length in his pages on the
detailed aspects of evidence for V765
and age related registrations and its interpretation in DVLA. But I wish to
say something more general.
Sometimes it is only after a little while
that one realises there might be a problem. And I think that time has come.
The Federation absolutely understands
why DVLA have felt a need to tighten
up their procedures and ensure consist34

ent approaches following the shutting
of the Local Offices and the other
much publicised problems I have referred to above.
But I know several members, especially those used to approaching DVLA to
obtain registrations for their members'
vehicles in a completely honest and
open manner, are becoming distressed
at not being quite clear what they are
supposed to do, whether what they
have always done will still be acceptaNorfolk NA7ter
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ble and, worse, whether DVLA trusts
them anymore. And we have not always been able to advise them as clearly as we would like.
This has most certainly arisen from
changes being produced in a piecemeal
manner and not always promulgated in
DVLA paperwork in as clear a manner
as members of the public dealing with
Government have the right to expect.

We have taken this up with the All Party Parliamentary Historic Vehicles
Group and we will shortly be approaching the people we deal with in
DVLA to ask that we work together to
get everything put onto a clear and unambiguous basis. The Federation really wants to work with DVLA to get the
best and fairest possible responses for
our members and we feel this will be
the way to do so.

Report From the Regular Meeting Between DVLA and
FBHVC
Ian Edmunds
According to some surveys Swansea is
the wettest city in the UK but nevertheless it was a beautiful warm and sunny
July day when your Legislation Director, Secretary and DVLA Liaison person converged there for our regular
meeting with DVLA. You will recall
that this meeting had to be postponed

due to the constraints placed upon Civil Servants in the run up to a General
Election. We received the usual warm
welcome from our contacts there and a
very useful meeting ensued. We have
attempted to summarise this for you in
these pages.

Show and Share
We were mystified by this item on the
agenda, distributed before our regular
meeting, but delighted to discover
what it was all about.
On Wednesday 23 September the
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency
will be holding a Historic Vehicle
Event at Swansea. The three hour
event aims to provide guidance on various matters relating to the registration
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of historic vehicles including the V765
scheme, reconstructed classics and age
related registrations. There are limited
places available and invitations to FBHVC members and V765 representatives will be sent out by the Agency
soon. Places will be restricted to one
representative per club.
Many of you will recall the club meeting held at the then Local Office of the
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DVLA at Theale, Berkshire in 2011.
This too was a mid-week event and just
over 20 clubs were represented as well
as a few of the classic car press. At the
last meeting questions had to be submitted in advance - and these ranged
from transferability of registration
numbers, queries on engine numbers
and the allocation of correct age-related numbers, consistency of Local Office decisions, VIN numbers, driving
licences, vehicle inspections plus
many other related topics.
For this Show and Share meeting we
understand that DVLA personnel will
be giving presentations and these can
be followed by question and answer

sessions. Questions to DVLA will not
have to be submitted in advance this
time. Members of the FBHVC team
will also be in attendance.
We were very pleased with this development as we felt, along with those
clubs that attended the Theale meeting
that it was, and this 2015 meeting will
also be, a very valuable exercise and an
opportunity to put a friendly face to an
otherwise faceless government agency.
Please do not apply to FBHVC for a
place at the meeting - it is DVLA who
are solely responsible for the organisation in Swansea.

V765, Evidence for Applications
Many of you have contacted the Federation in the last few weeks with various
comments and questions relating to
changes in DVLA policy with regard
to the evidence required to support
V765 applications for the reallocation
of original registration numbers. We
were able to discuss this with the relevant staff and to understand the situation. It was stressed that the basic
requirement is, and always has been, to
demonstrate a clear link between the
chassis/frame number (i.e. the identity
of the individual vehicle) and the registration mark being claimed.

RF60 brown or green log book, or an
authenticated copy, or extract from the
old county registration records. This
latter is only valid where those records
show the chassis or frame number and
unfortunately not all of them do. However DVLA do recognise that there
will be cases where neither of these is
available and are prepared to consider
other valid documents which provided
the necessary link, these can include
Bills of Sale, factory records or similar.
Where appropriate heritage certificates
issued by manufacturers or organisations with a clear connection to the
manufacturer will also be considered.

The preferred documents to demonstrate this link are either the original
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However items like old tax discs,
whilst they may be useful corroborative evidence, are not acceptable evidence on their own as, apart from the
registration number the information is
generic rather than specific.
The DVLA position, which we do not
entirely accept, is that this is not a
change in policy but rather the correct
rules being more consistently applied
now that services are centralised. They
do acknowledge that certain of their
guidance is now potentially misleading, for instance V765/3 with regard to
tax discs, and they promised to get it
changed.
On the subject of old style log books
we were informed that DVLA are now
seeing a number of forged books, so
club officials are asked to be particularly vigilant in this area and to be understanding of requests for original
documents etc.

member a few months ago I enquired if
anyone had been aware of the September 2014 revision to this. The replies
were all in the negative which I can
now explain. This document is only
sent to the nominated V765 club signatories and the original procedure was to
send the latest version of the Guidance
Notes to the clubs together with the annual V765/1 return used to maintain
the list. DVLA admit this procedure
has lapsed but it will be reinstated in
the near future. I am told there may be
some revisions to the Guidance Notes
to make the evidence requirements explained above a little clearer and that
there may be a request for additional
information on the V765/1 return
which will in turn lead to some enhancements to the list itself.
DVLA now have a dedicated email address for all queries relating to the authorised V765 clubs and the V765/1
list.
This
is
V765clubs@dvla.gsi.gov.uk

We also discussed the V765/3 Guidance Notes document. You may re-

Replacement Bodies and Other Matters
It became apparent from our conversation that some of the terminology that
we have all been using, e.g. rebuilt, restored etc. can lead to misunderstandings of what has actually been done to
the vehicle. For example a motorcycle
purchased dismantled in boxes and reassembled may be described by the
October 2015

owner as 'rebuilt' but to DVLA a rebuild can imply something more fundamental to which different rules have
to apply. It may be beneficial to provide a short description of the work
done, such as 'reassembled from previously dismantled original parts'.
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On the thorny subject of replacement
bodies DVLA explained that, although
they fully understand that the traditional coach built wooden framed body has
a finite life which is undoubtedly shorter than that of the metal components of
the chassis etc and that as such replacement bodies are unavoidable, within
the rules to which they have to work a
major change of body style is not acceptable. A newly built body true to the
original should not be a problem. We
enquired about cases where nothing re-

mains of the original body, or where
there were many options available
when new or if a vehicle is rebuilt to
represent a particular, possibly wellknown, example of the marque. The
DVLA response is that they will consider all such cases individually and do
their best to assist but that certain rules
still had to apply. I believe more discussion is needed on this topic and the
opportunity for this will present itself see 'Show and Share' elsewhere.

Vehicle Inspections
It has always been the case that in some
circumstances DVLA have required a
particular vehicle to be inspected and
since the closure of the Local Offices
this has been delegated to DVSA (was
VOSA). From the 27 April this year
this DVLA examination process for
GB vehicles changed to a new service
provider, SGS UK. For Northern Ire-

land the service will continue to be provided by DVA.
SGS are a Swiss based company operating all over the world providing inspection services. For the DVLA
service they will come to the address
where the vehicle is stored and there is
no charge to the keeper.

Non-Reflective Number Plates
At every meeting with DVLA we learn
something completely new! In this
case it is that the end date for black and
white (or silver and white) number

plates is linked to the historic tax class
date. So we were told that non-reflective plates are now permitted on vehicles built before 1 January 1975.

Age-Related Registrations
We were informed that DVLA intend
to align the standard of proof required
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of date of manufacture for all forms of
'first registration'. In this context, and
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for historic vehicles, 'first registration'
means the first entry on to the current
DVLA system. Thus it applies to applications for age-related registrations for
freshly discovered vehicles where no
evidence exists to permit the reclamation of a previous registration or for
imports never previously registered in
the UK. It also applies where the date
of first registration shown on the V5C
needs to be corrected to permit first
registration in the historic tax class. A
similar level of evidence is required for
exemption from the MoT.
The practical effect of this is that for all
applications for age-related registrations and for all applications to amend
the date of first registration the basic
requirements are either foreign registration documents (for imports) or authenticated data from manufacturers'
records or data from the appropriate
Glasses Check Book. This means that
unsupported club dating certificates
are no longer acceptable for any category.
However DVLA are fully aware that
there are circumstances where none of
these sources are available, and that
some types of vehicles (e.g. ex-military) pose particular problems. In these
circumstances they will continue to as-

sess each application individually on a
case-by-case basis. Contrary to the impression that some of their recent correspondence may have given, DVLA
are not inherently opposed to dating information obtained from the internet.
However they, like most of us, are fully
aware that not everything that can be
found on the internet is necessarily reliable and it is necessary for the applicant and/or the supporting club to
provide enough supporting information and evidence to give confidence in
the internet data. Information gleaned
from Wikipedia alone is not acceptable.
We were also reminded that all first
registration applications, including
new vehicles, are dealt with by the
same department and that as a result
the personnel do not have the same level of historic vehicle understanding as
their colleagues in a different location
who deal with the V765 applications.
The details of any first registration application that is rejected are entered on
to a data base to which the Customer
Service Team in the Contact Centre
has access. Thus any queries should be
directed to the Contact Centre on 0300
790 6802 or at Vehicle Customer Services, DVLA, Swansea, SA99 1AR.

Incorrect Make and Model on V5Cs
We have initiated discussions with
DVLA about a mutually acceptable
October 2015

procedure to enable owners to have the
V5C amended, and in consequence the
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DVLA record, for vehicles where the
'Make' and 'Model' entries are incorrect, for example where the 'Model' has
become included in the 'Make' line. I
know that, especially since the Vehicle
Enquiry Service has become the first

way of checking whether a vehicle is
properly registered, this is a topic of
great interest to a number of people and
we will of course keep you informed as
this develops.

DVLA Vehicle Identification Numbers
Judging from my correspondence
many of you have been somewhat puzzled, as have we, by the apparently arbitrary allocation of DVLA issued VIN
to rebuilt vehicles even where an original manufacturer applied frame or
chassis number was present. The explanation comes in two parts, firstly
where there is any doubt about the
identity of the vehicle a new VIN will
be issued and secondly the same applies if the vehicle is considered to be a
rebuilt vehicle (see comments about
terminology under 'V765' elsewhere).
In these days of a single centralised and
computerised record it has become apparent that the old numbering systems
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are such that the same number will reappear on several vehicles made by
different manufacturers. Thus to avoid
any risk of subsequent confusion
DVLA issue a unique 17 character
VIN.
Incidentally, the term VIN (Vehicle
Identification Number) should only be
applied to the specified format 17 character identification which started to appear in the 1970s and for the UK and
Europe became one of the Type Approval requirements later. Other forms
of chassis or frame number are not,
strictly speaking, VIN.
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Sales and Wants
For Sale
1933 RP Box Saloon with sliding roof
Member Will Dudman has regretfully decided to part with Ami, his 1933
RP Saloon.
Registration No: XV 1694. Chassis
No: 175069. Eng No: M175749.

First sensible offer secures, preferably
to a NA7C member.
Contact Will on 01502 714001,
07930818042
or
rocket.science@gmx.com

Cosmetic TLC only needed. Stainless
steel exhaust.

October 2015
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What’s On
The Events Calendar for the remainder of 2015, together with some advance information for 2016 is shown below. Don’t forget to check the latest version on the
website at www.na7c.co.uk. The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can
be contacted on 01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

NA7C Events Calendar 2015
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event
Date
Oct

Event
Tenth Anniversary Social Evening

3

Sat

3
4

Sat Military Revival Classic Car and Vintage Old Buckenham Airfield
Sun Exhibition

20 Tues NA7C Meeting Guest Speaker from the
Norfolk Wherry Trust

Nov 17 Tues NA7C Meeting – Guest Speaker - Andy
Russell, EDP Motoring Editor

Dec

Venue

8

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Contact

Paul Maulden 01986 872537
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com

Dave Rix
www.militaryrevival.com

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Wensum Valley Hotel, Golf Paul Maulden 01986 872537
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
and Country Club,
Beech Avenue, Taverham,
Norwich

NA7C Events Calendar 2016
Jan

19 Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Feb

16 Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Mar 15 Tues NA7C Annual General Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Apr 19 Tues Rubber Band Racing

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change.
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information
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Insert names below
and indicate choice for each
course by ticking the box
See page 6 for full menu details
Vegetable Soup

King
Prawn &
Crayfish
Cocktail

Starter
Turkey

Roast
Beef

Main

£20 Per Person)
Vegetarian
Cassoulet

Xmas
Pudding

Fruit
Salad

Dessert
Ice
Cream

with the appropriate remittance (Cash, or Cheques made payable to Norfolk Austin Seven Club

“Corryghoil”, Wissett Road, Halesworth, Suffolk, IP19 8PS

Please complete and return to Paul Maulden, at the club nights on Tuesday 20 October or 17 November,
or by post, by 17 November at the latest, to:

. . . . . . . . . . . . .NA7C
.........................................
Christmas Dinner
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Answers
1. Grasshopper – The late David Carridine in the 1970s television series Kung Fu
2. Chummy – Amanda Hart’s character in the television series Call The Midwife
3. Arrow – The Golden Arrow Pullman Boat Train which ran between London and Dover until 1972
4. Nippy – Waitresses in Lyon's Corner Houses were known as Nippies
5. Ulster – The Red Hand of O’Neill, emblem of Ulster
6. Speedy – Speedy Gonzales The Fastest Mouse in all Mexico
7. Bantam – the famous BSA motorbike
8. Pearl – Pearl Car (and Teddy Johnson), runners-up in Eurovision 1959

6

7

3

8
5

4
1

2

There are no prizes!
A little brain-teaser. All these pictures relate to models of A7s

.,
.
y
l
l
a
n
i
Just for Fun...
A nd F

Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

90th Anniversary Tea Towel
Posters – £5
£4
Only a few left!
Will not be reprinted

Club Clothing
Binder for “Grey Mags”
or “Natter”
holds 12 copies – £5

Fleeces – £29.50
Polo Shirts – £12.50
Baseball Caps – £8.50

Stainless Steel
Radiator Badges – £9.95
All available in a variety of
colours and sizes
Details from Paul

Also available
Vinyl Windscreen badges
One large and one small badge – £1.50 per set

AUSTIN SEVEN BOOKS
from

MARGARET MOTORS BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk

A Huge Stock of

New and Used
Books Relating to Austin Sevens
Plus many other books on old cars and related subjects

Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne
01263 577366

